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The most known problem that includes observer design task is LQG (Linear 

Quadratic Gaussian Control). In LQG control problem observer design task is dual to 

linear-quadratic controller (state controller) design task. Kalman filter (KF) is used as 

observer.  

A designed LQG controller has following features: 

1) System is separated. Eigenvalues of closed loop system are combined from 

eigenvalues of state controller and observer. 

2) State controller in order to calculate control action uses not real states values, 

but estimated state values which means that LQG controller tries to minimize 

estimation error. So, the control quality of LQG controller become seriously 

dependent on the accuracy of the model used, the degree of nonlinearities of the 

object and the characteristics of measurement noise. 

The separation principle makes it possible to select different weight matrixes for 

linear-quadratic controller and KF. So, when information about sensor and actuator 

noises is available, KF can be tuned more properly [1].  

It’s proved that LGC controller is stable in case when state controller and KF are 

stable. The proofs are made for continuous time, but in case discrete systems it’s also 

true when sampling time of discrete system is chosen correctly [2]. But, in the other 

hand, stability with nominal plant parameters does not means high robustness, at least 

robustness as high as has pure state controller without observer.  

To obtain some guaranteed stability margin instead of KF we can use pole 

placement techniques to design observer. The are two universal algorithms that can be 

used for pole placement observer design in discrete time. These algorithms were 

developed by Ackerman and by Kautsky, Nichols & Van Dooren [3]. The first 

algorithm is realized in MATLAB function acker and is suitable for SISO systems with 

not more than 6 states. The second algorithm is realized in MATLAB function place 

and is suitable also for MIMO systems, but states number is also hardly limited (10-

15, depends on case). For real plants, such as distillation columns, it’s shown in paper 

[4] that model reduction algorithms can be successfully used for discrete pole 

placement observer design. 

However, there is a feature of pole placement designed observers (PPO), which is 

typically ignored, but should be also taken into account. We can conclude that more 

theoretically robust (sure, in terms of linear systems) PPO is also more sensitive to 

initial conditions than optimal KF. In practice it means that control quality of state 
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controller with PDO could be lesser that with KF especially in case of nonlinear plant 

behavior.  

Let’s demonstrate such sensitivity using discrete-time state space plant model: 

 

In MATLAB we have designed four observers:  

      1) KF with zero initial conditions.          L=lqr(A',C',1,1)';            x0=[0;0]; 

      2) PPO with zero initial conditions.        L=place(A',C',[.5 .7])';   x0=[0;0]; 

      3) KF with non-zero initial conditions.   L=lqr(A',C',1,1)';            x0=[-1;1];             

      4) PPO with non-zero initial conditions. L=place(A',C',[.5 .7])';   x0=[-1;1]; 

and than analyzed their estimation quality under step disturbance to the plant model 

input. The transitions of plant reactions and observer estimates in all 4 cases are shown 

on the Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Plots of experiment 

 

 We can see that: 1) PPO (calculated by place function) is significantly more 

sensitive to initial conditions; 2) state estimation even in process with nominal initial 

conditions is far from perfect, only after approximately 50 steps estimation is close to 

reality. 
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